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Supplementary Figure 1: Cell stability. A. The filtered
waveforms (left, mean ± St.D.) and first two principal
components (right) are shown for five representative putative
pyramidal cells and B. five representative putative
interneurons. Both the waveforms and principal components
are shown for the site on the silicon probe for which each
neuron had the largest spike amplitude. C. Peak-to-trough
spike amplitudes obtained from the first and last non-REM
episodes are shown across putative pyramidal cells (blue) and
interneurons (green). Note that the mean spike amplitudes
remain unchanged (p = 0.71 and p = 0.70 sign-rank test for
pyramidal cells and interneurons, respectively) and amplitudes
are highly preserved across cells from the first to the last nonREM of each session (r = 0.94, r = 0.98 for pyramidal cells and
interneurons, respectively).
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Supplementary Figure 2: Firing rate and synchrony changes
across sleep and within non-REM or REM episodes. a. Firing rate
increases of pyramidal cells and interneurons from the first to
last third of non-REM episodes (top row) and rate decreases
from the first to last third of REM episodes (bottom row). The
non-REM data shown here reflect or combination of all the preREM and post-REM non-REM episodes shown in Fig. 2a. b. 'OFF'
periods were defined as periods lasting at least 50ms during
non-REM in which no spikes were detected from any neuron or
combination of neurons (see Supplementary Methods,
Vyazovskiy et al. 2009). 'ON' periods were defined as periods
between 50 and 4000ms long in which at least 10 spikes were
detected from any neuron or combination of neurons. Only ON
periods occurring immediately subsequent to OFF periods were
considered. Note that the incidence of ON periods decreased
across sleep (b, top left panel) but increased within non-REM
episodes (b, bottom left panel), while the inverse pattern of
changes was observed for OFF periods (b, right column). c.
Changes of mean pair-wise correlation between pyramidal cell
pairs (‘synchrony’, as in Fig. 2b) across sleep (i.e. first to last
non-REM episode of each session, n =22, c, top-panel) and
within non-REM episodes (first to last third of each non-REM
episode, n = 82, c, bottom panel). Note that synchrony changes
are present across a wide range of bin sizes. (*p < 0.05, **p <
0.005, ***p < 0.0005, sign-rank test).
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Supplementary Figure 3. Ripple changes across sleep and within non-REM episodes. LFP ripples show
distinct changes across sleep sessions (a, top row, green crosses show population mean) and within nonREM episodes (bottom row). Each dot represents either a sleep session (top row) or a non-REM episode
(bottom). b. Changes in the coefficient of variation (c.v.) of firing rates within ripples across sleep. c.
Firing rates of each of 618 pyramidal cells within those subsets of ripples in which they participated (i.e.
fired at least one spike) do not change significantly between the first and last non-REM of each sleep
session. Consequently, increases in within-ripple pyramidal firing rates across sleep (Fig. 1b) were due to
individual cells participating in more ripples rather than discharging at a higher rate in those subset of
ripples in which they participated. d. Distribution of firing rate changes within ripples across sleep (c, n =
618, p < 0.029, sign-rank test). For panel d, within-ripple firing rates were normalized for each cell as the
ratio of the within-ripple rate to the mean within-ripple firing rate of the neuron in the entire sleep
session. The increase of within-ripple firing rate and the concurrent decrease in C.V. imply a preferential
within-ripple rate increase for those pyramidal cells which show low within-ripple firing rates in early
sleep (*p< 0.05, **p< 0.005, sign-rank tests).
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Supplementary Fig. 4. Spike-weighted spectrum (Sp.W.S.). A. For each session, z-scored time-resolved power
spectra were calculated in 1-second bins (0.5 sec overlap) and concatenated across REM episodes. Firing rates of
individual pyramidal cells were also calculated in the same bins. Only pyramidal cells with at least 0.4 Hz overall
rate (337/618 cells) were included in the spike-weighted spectra (Sp.W.S.) analysis. Spike-weighted spectra
(Sp.W.S.) were computed for each frequency (0.25 Hz steps) as the mean of the product of the cell’s firing rate and
REM spectral power. Note that since power-spectra are z-scored, stochastic firing with respect to spectral power
results in Sp.W.S. power near 0, while deviations from the 0 baseline imply spectral-power selective firing. B, C.
Separate spectra are shown for subgroups of neurons whose rate increases across sleep were highest (top 20%,
blue) and lowest (bottom 20%, green). Note that the strength of theta power (and some parts of gamma power)
modulation of pyramidal cells during REM is correlated concurrently with across-sleep rate decreases for spikes
between ripples and rate increases for spikes within ripples (B, C).
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Excitability changes across sleep (supplementary to Fig. 1b)

Pyramidal Firing Rate
Interneuron Firing Rate
Active Period Incidence
Inactive Period Incidence
Within Ripple Pyr. Rate
Between Ripple Pyr. Rate
Pyr. Pair-Wise Corr.
Pyr. Ripple Participation
Within Ripple Pyr. Rate

First
non-REM
0.6
15.92
79.51
99.69
2.62
0.543
0.024
17.56
0.76

Last
non-REM
0.55
14.74
69.61
102.23
2.73
0.493
0.027
18.56
0.71

Change
***
***
***
*
*
***
**
***
**

Units
Hz
Hz
Periods/Minute
Periods/Minute
Hz
Hz
r (100ms bins)
%Ripples/Pyr Cell
C.V. (across cells)

P<
3.58E−016
7.1282E−021
0.00026
0.0203
0.029
3.589E-16
0.0033
0.00022
0.0045

n
618
111
22
22
618
618
22
618
22

P<
5.21E-14
5.03E-05
3.87E-06
0.0014
0.146
9.83E-23
5.08E-05
0.003
0.3548

n
618
111
82
82
618
618
82
618
22

P<
0.012836
7.22E-06
0.225

n
618
111
45

Excitability changes within non-REM (supplementary to Fig. 2 a,b)

Pyramidal Firing Rate
Interneuron Firing Rate
Active Period Incidence
Inactive Period Incidence
Within Ripple Pyr. Rate
Between Ripple Pyr. Rate
Pyr. Pair-Wise Corr.
Pyr. Ripple Participation
Within Ripple Pyr. Rate

First 1/3rd
of non-REM
0.55785
14.782
71.213
102.87
2.7248
0.491
0.0279
18.36
0.739

Last 1/3rd of
non-REM
0.596
15.647
73.503
208.27
2.633
0.541
0.0246
17.73
0.7213

Change
***
***
***
**

***
***
**


Units
Hz
Hz
Periods/Minute
Periods/Minute
Hz
Hz
r (100ms bins)
%Ripples/Pyr Cell
C.V. (across cells)

Excitability changes within REM (supplementary to Fig. 2a)

Pyramidal Firing Rate
Interneuron Firing Rate
Pyr. Pair-Wise Corr.

First 1/3rd
of REM
0.61314
20.052
0.0074

Last 1/3rd
of REM
0.54577
16.959
0.015

Change
*
***


Units
Hz
Hz
r (100ms bins)

Table S1. Excitability changes across sleep, within non-REM episodes, or within REM episodes
(n = 618 pyramidal cells, 111 interneurons, 22 sleep sessions, 82 non-REM episodes or 45 REM episodes, all significance
values from (paired) sign-rank tests, *p<0.05; **p<0.005; ***p<0.0005.).

Supplemental Experimental Procedures
Animals, Surgery, and Data Collection
Five male Long-Evans rats (250-400 g) were implanted with a 4- or 8-shank silicon probe in the right
dorsal hippocampus under isoflurane anesthesia (1-1.5%) and recorded from CA1 pyramidal layers, as
described earlier (Diba and Buzsáki, 2007; Pastalkova et al., 2008; Mizuseki et al., 2009). Each shank of
the silicon probe had eight recording sites (160 µm2 each site, 1–3-MΩ impedance) and the inter-shank
distance was 200 µm. Recordings sites were staggered to provide a two-dimensional arrangement (20-µm
vertical separation). The silicon probes were attached to micromanipulators and moved slowly to the
target over several days/weeks. Two stainless steel screws inserted above the cerebellum were used as
indifferent and ground electrodes. The position of the electrodes was confirmed histologically and
reported previously in detail (Mizuseki et al., 2009). Sleep recordings were performed in the animal‟s
home cage during the day (i.e., during the sleep cycle of the nocturnal rodent), while the behavior of the
rat and LFPs from several channels were monitored by the experimenter. For the detection of head
movements, two small light-emitted diodes (5-cm separation), mounted above the headstage, were
recorded by a digital video camera and sampled (at 40 Hz). All protocols were approved by the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Rutgers University.
Identification of Non-REM and REM Episodes
Rapid eye movement sleep (REM) and non-REM episodes were detected offline using the ratio of the
power in theta band (5–11 Hz) to delta band (1–4 Hz) of LFP, followed by manual adjustment with the
aid of visual inspection of whitened power spectra (using a low-order autoregressive model) and the raw
traces (Sirota et al., 2008, Mizuseki et al., 2009; Mizuseki et al., 2011). The manual adjustment was
necessary to remove falsely detected short segments of data. REM episodes shorter than 50 sec were
discarded. REM epochs were cross-validated with experimenter notes taken during recording to confirm
that the rat was immobile and sleeping (Mizuseki et al., 2009). During sleep recording, the rat typically
curled up in one of the corners of the home cage. Occasionally, behavioral signs of phasic REM sleep
were present, including limb movements and twitching of whiskers. Although electromyogram was not
recorded in the present experiments, several previous studies have compared hippocampal and
neocortical activities during waking and sleep stages (e.g., Robinson et al., 1977; Ribeiro et al., 2004)
and demonstrated that the presence of hippocampal theta oscillation in an animal with sleeping posture is
sufficient to identify REM sleep (Robinson et al., 1977). Across all rats and sleep sessions, 82 non-REM
episodes (mean length 498.3 sec ± 30.98 SEM) and 45 REM episodes (mean length 167.8 sec ± 12.5
SEM) were detected.
Unit Clustering and Cell Classification
Detailed information about the recording system and spike sorting has been described (Diba and Buzsáki,
2007; Pastalkova et al., 2008; Mizuseki et al., 2009). Briefly, signals were amplified (1,000×), bandpassfiltered (1 Hz to 5 kHz) and acquired continuously at 20 kHz (RC Electronics) or 32 kHz (NeuraLynx) at
16-bit resolution. After recording, the signals were down-sampled to 1,250 Hz for the local field potential
(LFP) analysis. For offline spike sorting, the wideband signals were digitally high-pass filtered (0.8-5
kHz) and the waveforms were resampled. Neurophysiological and behavioral data were explored using
NeuroScope (http://neuroscope.sourceforge.net). Spike sorting was performed automatically, using
KlustaKwik (http://klustawik.sourceforge.net), followed by manual adjustment of the clusters (using
“Klusters” software package; http://klusters.sourceforge.net). Within the remaining data, only units with
clear refractory periods and well-defined cluster boundaries were included in the analyses (Harris et al.,
2000). While refractory periods of autocorrelograms of single units and cross-correlograms of unit pairs
do not guarantee perfect neuron isolation, they indicate spike „contamination‟ from other neurons (Harris

et al., 2000). After spike sorting, we plotted the spike features of units (principal components) as a
function of time to assess recording stability, and the units with signs of significant drift over the period
of recording were discarded. The amplitudes of the units included in this study, from the first to the last
non-REM sleep episodes, were highly preserved (r=0.94, r=0.98 for putative pyramidal cells and
interneurons, respectively; Figure S1).
Hippocampal principal cells and interneurons were separated on the basis of their auto-correlograms,
combination of trough to peak latency and the asymmetry index of the filtered (0.8 kHz – 5 kHz) spike
waveform, bursting properties and mean firing rates (Csicsvari et al., 1998; Harris et al., 2000; Barthó et
al., 2004; Mizuseki et al., 2009). Bursting was quantified as the fraction of interspike intervals shorter
than or equal to 6 miliseconds (Mizuseki et al., 2009). It should be emphasized that there are no generally
accepted methods for the segregation of principal cells and interneurons. However, several previous
studies, using either simultaneous intracellular and extracellular recordings (Marshall et al., 2002;
Quilichini et al., 2010) or optogenetic identification of interneurons (Royer et al., 2012), indicate that the
above single cell features can reliably separate at least the fast spiking interneuron population from the
bursting pyramidal cells. In addition, we applied a physiologically identification of the recorded units,
using their short-latency temporal interactions with other neurons (Barthó et al., 2004; Mizuseki et al.,
2009) to a subgroup of neurons. Monosynaptic connections between pairs of units were detected by a
non-parametric significance test based on jittering of spike trains as described previously in detail
(Fujisawa et al., 2008). Briefly, for each cell pair, each spike in each neuron in the original data set was
randomly and independently perturbed (or "jittered") on a uniform interval of [-5,+5] ms, to form a
surrogate data set. The process was repeated independently 1000 times to form 1000 such surrogate data
sets. Then, the cross-correlograms were constructed for surrogate data sets as a function of latency across
the interval [-20, +20] msec. Global bands at acceptance level 99% were constructed for the crosscorrelogram from the maximum and minimum of each jitter surrogate cross-correlogram across the
interval [-20, +20] msec. The short latency peak in the original cross-correlogram was determined to be
statistically significant (at p<0.01) when the counts in the cross-correlogram were atypical with respect to
the upper global band anywhere at the latency [1,5] msec (Fujisawa et al., 2008). Similarly, short latency
significant troughs were considered to be due to inhibition when at least one 1 msec bin was significantly
depressed (p<0.01) anywhere at the latency [1,5] msec. Approximately 30% of the units included in the
statistical analyses were identified by the short-term cross-correlation method. This physiology-based
classification method reliably correlated with unit classification based on single spike features (Mizuseki
et al., 2009). Units with mean firing rates of less 0.2 Hz were excluded to avoid „noise‟ in the statistical
tests. A total of 618 CA1 putative principal neurons (mean rate 0.575Hz ±0.016 SEM) and 111 putative
interneurons (mean rate 15.69±0.90 SEM) were identified and used for analyses.
Firing Pattern and LFP Activity Changes Across Sleep, Within non-REM, and Within REM
Firing pattern changes „across sleep‟ were defined as changes occurring from the first to the last nonREM episode of each sleep session. To examine rate changes within non-REM or REM episodes, the first
or last thirds of each episode were concatenated independently for REM and non-REM within each sleep
session.
To assess changes in the alternating periods of enhanced and diminished network activity observed during
non-REM sleep, pyramidal layer LFP traces were scored for high-frequency 'activity' and 'inactivity'
epochs. For each session, pyramidal layer LFPs were filtered in the gamma and epsilon frequency bands
(30 to 300 Hz), z-scored, rectified and re-filtered between 0.1 and 5 Hz. 'Activity' events were detected as
periods in which filtered high-frequency activity exceeded 0.5 standard deviations from the session mean.
Similarly, 'inactivity' events were detected as periods in which filtered high-frequency activity was at least
0.5 SD's below the mean. Events occurring within 50 ms of each other were merged independently for
inactivity and activity events. Only events lasting >50 ms were included for further analysis. A
complementary assessment of the activity and inactivity periods observed during non-REM was

performed on the neural spiking data (Supp. Fig. 2b). For this ON and OFF period detection spikes were
pooled across all well-isolated cells (Vyazovskiy et al. 2009). Briefly, OFF periods were defined as all
epochs at least 50 ms long in which no spikes (from either pyramidal cells or interneurons) were detected.
ON periods were periods immediately subsequent to a detected OFF period. Only ON periods between 50
ms and up to 4000 ms long in which at least 10 spikes from any recorded neuron or a combination of
neurons were detected were included in subsequent analysis (Vyazovskiy et al. 2009).
Within-ripple firing rates were assessed from concatenated ripple epochs of a given episode (e.g., first
non-REM episode of a session),
Synchrony was defined as the mean pair-wise correlations between all pairs of pyramidal cells‟ firing
rates binned in non-overlapping 100 ms bins. To detect the firing rate changes within the same state, nonREM and REM episode lengths were normalized, considering each episode length as 100%. The
normalized episodes then were divided into three thirds and the values were averaged across episodes.
REM Sleep LFPs Correlate with Firing Rate Decrease
For further analysis spectrograms were normalized independently for each frequency as the z-score from
mean non-REM power for that frequency. The correlation between spectral power and firing rate change
across REM was assessed independently for each frequency and taken as the correlation between that
frequency‟s power during REM and the mean population firing rate change from the non-REM episode
immediately preceding (non-REMn) to the non-REM episode immediately following REM across all 45
such non-REMn – REM – non-REMn+1 triplets. These correlations were assessed independently for the
pyramidal cell and interneuron populations.
Spike-Weighted Spectra (Sp.W.S)
To quantify a neuron‟s preference to a particular LFP band, we introduced a „spike-weighted spectrum‟
method. The steps of the Sp.W.S computation are illustrated in Figure S4. The firing rates of pyramidal
cells (R) during REM were binned in 1-second bins with 0.5 second overlap and concatenated within
session across REM episodes. Likewise, CA1 pyramidal layer LFP spectra were taken using the same time
bins and concatenated across REM episodes. The concatenated REM time-resolved spectra were z-scored
independently for each frequency across bins (i). Thus, we generated two time series, one for the neuron‟s
firing rate and another for the z-scored power for each frequency band. For each frequency band (f), the
binned firing rate (R) and the z-scored spectral power (Sz) were multiplied bin by bin to produce Swz. For
each frequency band (f), the Sp.W.S. power (S(f)) was defined as the sum of Swz (f, 1:N) divided by the sum
of the binned firing rate (R). Only pyramidal cells with a REM firing rate (Re) greater than 0.4 Hz (336/618
cells) were included in the Sp.W.S analyses.
Two methods were used to assess the relationship between Sp.W.S. and „across-sleep‟ (first to last nonREM episode) changes. First, within each sleep session, a partial correlation (ρ) was computed between
the neuron‟s Sp.W.S. (S(f)) and its rate change across sleep (ΔH) normalizing (i.e. „partializing‟) by each
neuron‟s mean within-REM firing rate (Re, Figure 4e). For each Sp.W.S. frequency S(f), partial
correlations were assessed within each session (n = 22) across pyramidal cells as:

Partial correlations were computed independently for either within-ripple or between-ripple change of
firing rate across sleep (Figure 4e). For each frequency, the 95% confidence intervals of the partial
correlations were computed across sleep sessions (n = 22) via bootstrap analysis. The relationship was

determined to be significant when the confidence intervals excluded the baseline (0 correlation).
In addition, for each session we independently pooled the Sp.W.S. of those cells that belonged to either the
top (i.e. most positive) or bottom (i.e. most negative) 20% of the distributions of either between-ripple
(Figure S4B) or within-ripple (Figure S4C) firing rate change. Each of these 4 groups contained 68
pyramidal cells and the bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals were computed. Lack of overlap between
the 95% confidence intervals of the top and bottom 20% of rate changers in a given frequency band was
considered a significant effect between frequency preference of neurons during REM and their rate change
across sleep. The mean „across sleep‟ rate changes for the top 20% and bottom 20% subgroups are given in
the panels of Figure S3B and C.
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